Uncoming Events

Penn LDI presents:
Timothy J. Layton
"The Consequences of (Partial) Privatization of Social Insurance for Individuals with Disabilities: Evidence from Medicaid"
Today!
Colonial Penn Center Auditorium
3641 Locust Walk
12-1:20 pm

Penn presents:
Love Data Month!
Throughout the month of February Penn Libraries and other centers are putting on events about data tools, data privacy, and data visualization. Check out the full list of events here.

The PSC presents:
Craig Hadley
"Exploring Competing Ideas About The Relationship Between Body Shape & Health: Evidence From A Global Sample Of Women And Children"
February 5th
103 McNeil
12-1pm

RWJ Health Policy Research Scholars
Health Policy Research Scholars is a national leadership development program for second-year doctoral students in any academic discipline who want to apply their research to help build healthier and more equitable communities. The goal of the program is to train doctoral students to use their discipline-based research training to advance health equity to build a Culture of Health, one that enables everyone to live longer, healthier lives. The deadline to apply for this opportunity is March 14th 2018! More information about the program and application here.

PSC Colloquium: Xiaoying Liu
This week Xiaoying Liu, visiting scholar at the PSC, presented her paper "What Happens in the Womb under the Dome: The Impact of Air Pollution on Birth Outcomes – Evaluation of air quality improvement during the Guangzhou 2010 Asian Games and Asian Paralympic Games". Check out the video below and other videos on the PSC Youtube channel.

Welcome to our New Post-doctoral Fellows and Visitors
Each semester the PSC sponsors several post-docs, visiting scholars, and students to take part in a research happening at the PSC. We have four new post-docs this semester from around the globe and in an effort to make their presence known we wanted to include them in the weekly newsletter. Feel free to stop in, say hi or send an email! Read more about all the visitors and post-docs at the PSC.

Julio Romero
241 McNeil
julior@sas.upenn.edu
PSC sponsor: Michel Guillot

Andrea Verhulst
580 McNeil
verhulst@sas.upenn.edu
PSC sponsor: Michel Guillot

Fabrice Kampfen
216 McNeil
kampfenf@sas.upenn.edu
PSC sponsor: Hans-Peter Kohler

Evandro Piza Duarte
275 McNeil
evandropiza@gmail.com
PSC sponsor: Tukufu Zuberi

Delayed Implementation of New IRB Regulations
The federal government has announced a six month delay in the implementation of the revised Common Rule. The new date is July 19, 2018. All IRB submissions should continue without changes until further notice. Please email Jan Jaeger with any questions or concerns.

PSC Researchers are encouraged to submit posters for the Sylvan M. Cohen Annual Retreat & Poster Session. Submission details are listed below. Please contact the Library Staff for any poster needs.